Awst Press was founded in August 2014 by
T. R. Ryckman and Wendy M. Walker here
in Austin. The word Awst means August in
Welsh, the month of the press’ inception.
The goal of this small press is to publish
literary content from diverse voices and
perspectives. It is important to draw attention
to the word “literary,” though. Awst prides
itself in carefully curating content that is
strictly literary. This is not to say they believe
they are the “taste-makers” of the entire
publishing world, more so it means they
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publish content that is unique and diverse
with attention paid to craft. They do not have open submissions from the public
because they have been blessed with a wealth of contacts with immense literary
talent. Due to their balanced approach of releasing chapbooks and books, they have
content to continue to publish into the future. To give an overview of what they offer
would take pages, but they do have a commitment to authors and poets of color,
women, and those who have a non-binary gender identity. First and foremost though,
Awst prides itself on fresh perspectives and original content. We have displayed
a series of chapbooks and essays by Awst. Take note of their hand bindings and
beautiful cover art.

Joanie Whitebird Letter to Husband
from Writing Retreat
Joanie Whitebird was the founder and editor
of Wings Press in 1975. At the time, she
believed poetry was not being accurately
represented to the public by large presses
and definitely not representative of Texan
poets. So she set out to change that by
creating her own press in an effort to publish
work from unheard authors and begin to
create a literary community in Houston. Here
therivardreport.com/142119/
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we have a letter to her then-husband while
she was on a writing retreat. Even in her everyday correspondence, you can see that
Whitebird was first and foremost a poet. She cannot help but paint beautiful pictures
with her description of something as simple as a writer’s retreat. Joanie Whitebird
passed as of 2000, leaving the press to Bret Milligan.
Exhibit Item Citation:
Joanie Green Whitebird Papers, [identifier number: di_11030, di_11031], The Dolph Briscoe Center for American
History, The University of Texas at Austin.

Little Red Leaves Textile Series
Little Red Leaves Textile Series is a micropress out of Houston, featuring hand-sewn
binding on each of their chapbooks. It was
founded by Dawn Pendergast in 2011. It is
collectively edited and focuses on strictly
poetry. Pendergast herself has different
published work within the collection. Besides
these handmade items, LRL also offers
online content through their poetry journal at
textileseries.com. As a micro-press, they are
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different from the other small presses we
have on exhibit. A micro-press occupies an even smaller space than most small
presses. This means that LRL needs to be extra scrappy in keeping their press alive.
Pendergast must have figured it out though, because the content being produced is
different than other chapbooks currently being published. The handmade quality is
reminiscent of an artist book, but the content is still poetry like a chapbook. We were
unable to get an interview with LRL, but their work speaks for itself. We have selected
a handful of their pieces, and the rest can be seen at the Fine Arts library due to their
delicate nature.

Slough Press
Slough Press was founded by Charles
“Chuck” Taylor in 1973, and is one of the
longest running small presses here in Austin.
Slough’s work runs the gamut in content,
author, and form, but Taylor initially started
it to publish work that could morph the
perspectives of the audience. In Taylor’s
words, “It was the 70s but the 60s in
spirit.” He wanted Slough Press to produce
work that contributed to that change in
consciousness. During its early years,
Slough published many books by female authors. Today that is still important, but
Taylor has continued to publish work that offers a new perspective from Southwest
authors and authors of color. On display we have a flier from one of the poetry
readings of Taylor’s then-wife, Pat Ellis Taylor, and a sample of Slough’s catalog over
the years. This is by no means comprehensive, and we encourage you to visit the
University of Texas Poetry Center here at the PCL to see more of their work.

Timber Mouse Publishing
Timber Mouse Publishing was founded by
Kevin W. Burke in 2011. Timber Mouse
is unique because they focus on slam
poetry. Slam is poetry performed live in
a competitive tournament, according to
Burke. Poetry performed live outside of a
competition is simply spoken word. Slam
poetry is notoriously difficult to publish
because the work lives on a stage, but Burke
set off to do just that here in Austin when he
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founded Timber Mouse. Burke himself is a
celebrated slam poet with multiple awards, but when it came to publishing he needed
a little help. He leaned on friend Derrick Brown, founder of Write Bloody Publishing
(formerly based in Austin), for help on how to start and run a small press. Brown ran
his small press like a music label because of the performative nature of the work, and
Burke followed in those footsteps. Timber Mouse has a commitment to great work
in whatever form it comes. Slam poetry encompasses more talents than just writing;
stage performance plays just as important a role in the success of the work. We have
Timber Mouse books on display currently owned by the University of Texas Poetry
Center.

Welcome

I believe that small press publishing is a
force in Texas, and this exhibit is my way
of honoring that. There have been so many
different small presses to exist throughout
Texas history that I could spend years
collecting that information. So I decided to
create an exhibit that highlights some of the
oldies and some of the new players on the
block. The exhibit is not a comprehensive
history, but its a window into a history that is
diverse and rich. If you are looking to read
further on small press, check out my exhibit
catalog at guides.lib.utexas.edu/utpc/currentexhibit. I have taken the liberty of
providing additional details about each press, adding some others that couldn’t quite
fit the exhibit, and providing submission details on each press for those of you looking
to publish. I hope you enjoy the exhibit. Welcome to the hard work and perseverance
that is Texas small press!

Wings Press

Wings Press was founded by Joanie Whitebird
in Houston in 1975. Right before her passing
in 2000, she sold the press to Bryce Milligan,
who moved it to San Antonio. Whitebird
saw a necessity to create a space for poets
to publish work that was otherwise going
unnoticed. Small press opportunities were
minimal until Wings arrived on the scene.
Also, the press had a commitment to women’s
voices in writing, something that Milligan has
carried through to this day. He has also shown
a commitment to writers and poets of color.
Some of their seminal works are Travois, Working the Stone, Black Like Me (50th
Anniversary Edition), and This Promiscuous Light. We are exhibiting a broadside,
Mahogany Blues by Milligan, a letter from the Whitebird papers at the Dolph Briscoe
Center for American History, and a selection of work from Wings Press.

RAW PAW Press

RAW PAW Press is a small press founded
in 2010 by Chris Dock and Will Kavber here
in Austin. What does RAW PAW publish?
That is a complicated question. They create
chapbooks, zines, clothing and apparel, and
music. They even created a deck of playing
cards with poetry on them called 52 Pickup,
written by David Jewell and Ric Williams. So I
suppose it is fair to say they are a small press,
though their offering is by far the most diverse
of any featured in this exhibit. RAW PAW has a
nicolecarleton.com/Mind-Maze
commitment to diverse voices and original
content, but they also pay special attention to the manner of printing. They use a
Japanese Risograph for some of their offerings, which gives a throwback appeal
reminiscent of early comics and zines. Regardless of the form each of their creations
take, one thing is for certain. You can expect to see original content coming off their
press. We have selected a sampling of their work. The UT Libraries has all of RAW
PAW’s work, including their early zines now out-of-print. You can find much of it in
the Fine Arts Library’s Zine Collection.

Andrew Hilbert

What is there to say about Andrew Hilbert? He
is a lovable weirdo with a stage presence like
no other. While he is an author who publishes
through small press, he also runs a small
press, Weekly Weird Monthly, out of Austin.
WWM was found around 2013-2014. (He
says he cannot quite remember the date.) The
purpose was to publish work that was just as
weird as the press’ owner. Hilbert’s personal
work has been described as grotesque,
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strange, and entertaining. All are accurate
for the Austin Chronicle
descriptions, and Weekly Weird Monthly also
publishes content that pushes the boundaries just as Hilbert does. He has just
published a book, Invasion of the Weirdos, through Perpetual Motion Machine
Publishing from San Antonio. Hilbert is known for the gross-factor in his writing,
but his live readings are a spectacle to behold. For those of you with love of Chuck
Palahniuk or any other author known for pushing the limits of their audience, Hilbert’s
work is for you. We have his work on display alongside some of offerings from his
small press Weekly Weird Monthly.

Lit City Press

Lit City Press was born out of the monthly
event Chicon Street Poets, founded in 2014
by G. F. Harper. The event was started
by Harper and Joe Ahern in an effort to
bring back the local poetry readings that
were so prevalent during the days of Albert
Huffstickler. While Austin has been known for
its commitment to small press, Harper found
that he was unable to find quality live poetry.
So Ahern and Harper set out to fix this. Once
the event had taken root, Harper expanded
twitter.com/litcitypress
into publishing, and Lit City Press
was born. They are one of the small presses in this exhibit that again focuses on
strictly poetry. We have their books on display here, and if you are interested in live
poetry, check out Chicon Street Poets’ Facebook page for upcoming events.

Smoking Glue Gun

Smoking Glue Gun was founded by Blake Lee
Pate and Taylor Pate in Louisiana. The Pates,
a married couple, now reside here in Austin
and run the small press from Texas. Smoking
Glue Gun is both a magazine and small press.
They have released four different chapbooks
over the last couple of years, but they also
offer regular online content through their
magazine. They differ from some of the other
small presses in the exhibit because they mix
visual art in with their writing, and they have a
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commitment to playing with unconventional
form. They also prioritize diversity in their content, and they go much further to spell
out what that means to them. According to their online presence, “We encourage
submissions from female-identified, non-binary & queer artists, artists of color, artists
with disabilities, and marginalized artists.” When it comes to driving for fresh and
original content, Smoking Glue Gun is leading the pack with its commitment to diverse
voices. We have their first four chapbooks on display, and visit smokinggluegun.com
for more of their online content and magazine.

Albert “Huff” Huffstickler
We just could not make a small press exhibit
without mentioning Albert “Huff” Huffstickler, the
original Bard of Hyde Park. He has since passed,
but he worked for the PCL for 20 years before
retiring. His neighbor and long-time friend David
Jewell loaned me a powder blue suitcase full of
Huff artifacts. Huffstickler was born in Laredo,
Texas on December 17th, 1927. Once he moved to
https://quotlr.com/author/
Austin, it would be hard to not say he influenced the
albert-huffstickler
small press scene. He published his own work through his small press, Press of
Circumstance, and also published work through other small presses all over the
country. More than just his work, there is a pervasive mythology that surrounds all that
is Huff. He could often be seen at the Quack’s smoking cigarettes, drinking coffee, and
writing poetry. He would take that same poetry across the way to Fresh Plus Grocery
to then xerox it and bind it simply with staples, much in the same fashion as zine
authors were doing. This powder blue suitcase was full of treasures just like this, and
even an old file folder from long-time PCL librarian Robin Fradenburgh held just the
same material. It seems Huff was a lot of things in life, but first and foremost, he was a
poet. He is the definition of do-it-yourself. We have on display some of his work, notes,
and some different items from within that magical blue suitcase of David Jewell’s.

David Jewell
David Jewell is a long-time creator on the Austin
scene since before it was worth mentioning. He
was present for zine culture to take off, he was
friends and neighbors with Albert Huffstickler, and
he is still currently publishing through small presses
like RAW PAW Press. While we only have two
published items of Jewell’s on display, we also have
a handmade zine from an unknown date. It was one
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of Jewell’s first forays into making zines on
his own, done in the original fashion with a Xerox and staples. He has been here since
the days of basement punk shows and defy the establishment norms. His commitment
to outsider art even got the attention of Austin filmmaker Richard Linklater, who
featured Jewell in his films Before Sunrise and Waking Life. He is the only person
included in the exhibit that I have classified as a “creator” because that is as close to
a title as you can get. He makes music, performs spoken word, creates zines, paints,
makes art, and writes. I am sure I am missing something, but I would be remiss to not
include one Austin’s most influential artists.

